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Abstract

We present an authentication and key agreement protocol to secure Voice over IP call establishment between interconnection prox-
ies of different domains. The protocol operates on a transaction basis. Each transaction is defined as the set of operations and
data required to send an authenticated message from a senderto a responder. A transaction allows a sender to either transmit a
cryptographically protected stand-alone message; or a key-agreement message required to establish a secure session.The protocol
handles transaction synchronisation loss and guarantees the use of a single transaction window in the general (inter-domain) context
with multiple originating servers.
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1. Introduction

This paper presents a security protocol calledDRCEP (De-
nial-of-service Resistant Call Establishment Protocol) that was
designed in the VoIP (Voice over IP) context but which can be
extended to other applications. Although some rationale ofthis
section is specific to VoIP problematic, a large part of it applies
to other applications as well.

The first aim ofDRCEP is to minimise the DoS (Denial
of Service) risk for servers, proxies or any service equipment
facing the public Internet. As soon as a proxy is reachable from
anywhere on Internet it may be subject to DoS or, even worse,
Distributed DoS (DDoS) attacks which are difficult to mitigate
[40, 26, 14]. This risk becomes higher when security protocols
are used, because of their performance impact [47, 6, 49]. Since
Internet has become the underlying layer for critical operations,
security protocols are being adopted by an increasing number
of applications (Web transactions, e-mail, VoIP). It should be
noted that the (D)DoS risk on security protocols is more spe-
cific to inter-domain context because authenticating validre-
mote peers is resource consuming. As a consequence, the pro-
tocol design was focusing primarily on this scenario, consider-
ing that the (D)DoS risk in intra-domain is lower. The protocol
can also be used in the intra-domain context, both in the access
network and in the core network.

The DoS resistance of security protocols like TLS (Trans-
port Layer Security) can be improved, but only by a relative
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small factor if public-key mechanisms are used. The best per-
formances for authentication and key agreement are obtained
with symmetric cryptography algorithms which require shared-
secrets. Since installing shared-secrets between a large num-
ber of endpoints is not scalable, servers acting as TTP (Trusted
Third Party) are required to enable meshed communications be-
tween any number of endpoints. In the proposedDRCEP pro-
tocol architecture, we assume that network domains exchang-
ing large amounts of traffic are able to establish and maintain
a shared-secret. On the other hand, domains having sporadic
communications should go through a TTP to authenticate and
obtain the required keying material. In this context, the TTP can
be seen as a trust enabler proxy between parties having no pre-
vious relationship. We also assume that endpoints within each
domain have a shared-secret with a responsible TTP inside the
domain, at least for authentication.

These assumptions require the TTP to be on-line which may
be seen as a major constraint. Nevertheless, it should be recog-
nised that most Internet services today require on-line TTP(s).
For example, in e-mail services, the message crafted by the
sending endpoint is relayed through several servers prior to reach-
ing its destination. Same applies to VoIP where proxies are nec-
essary for routing and establishing call signalling. Considering
OTT (Over The Top) services, on-line servers are required for
endpoint authentication and data flow establishment between
users. Even within P2P (Peer-to-Peer) networks, a responsible
TTP has to set the initial configuration of endpoints (e.g., public
parameters and certificates). Since new endpoints may join the
P2P network at any-time this requires the TTP server to be on-
line. Practical solutions are implemented by service or network
operators to ensure the availability of TTP components (active
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monitoring, mirroring, clustering) so that the server on-line re-
quirement is not a real operational constraint.

1.1. Background

The reference protocol exchange for VoIP consists in a ca-
ller endpointA (the originator) reaching a callee endpointB
(the responder) through one or several proxy serversSi. Once
the call signalling channel has been established, media flows
can be exchanged between endpoints. In most networks today,
the SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) protocol [43] is being used
for call establishment in association with SDP (Session De-
scription Protocol) [4] for session description and RTP (Real-
time Transport Protocol) [8] for conveying the media flows.
Within the SIP protocol, the SIP-INVITE request plays a key
role since it initiates the call establishment and may carrysecu-
rity parameters. Several studies have pointed out VoIP vulnera-
bilities, but the associated risks mainly depend on the underly-
ing architecture [9, 2, 19, 25].

In the intra-domain architecture, VoIP communications re-
main confined in the same administrative domain, user end-
points are authenticated (usually with shared-secrets) and call
signalling is routed through operator proxies. Because of these
characteristics, if an endpoint inside the domain is compro-
mised and launches DoS, SPIT (SPam over Ip Telephony) or
vishing attacks [19] it can be detected and blocked by the net-
work operator with mechanisms like [28, 31]. Further on, the
vishing threat is merged with the SPIT threat because it com-
bines social engineering and fraudulent calls.

The threats become higher in theinter-domains architec-
ture because it combines the threats that may exist in each sin-
gle domain and those resulting from the chosen interconnection
mode. An exhaustive taxonomy is provided in [33] and ex-
hibits several threats (DoS, call hijacking or mis-routing, mes-
sage tampering) with risk levels depending on the interconnec-
tion mode.

A first mode, calledopen modelhereafter, assumes that IP
connectivity between proxies (or domains) and DNS lookups
are sufficient to establish multimedia communications, just like
in the e-mail architecture. The first issue is that, because of the
PSTN predominance, current VoIP identifiers follow the E.164
[54] phone number standard and lack the domain part. Conse-
quently, inter-domain calls are tricky to route and vice versa to
verify. The second major issue is the accumulation of DoS and
SPIT risks over the interconnection points which is called the
pinhole problemin [45] and which is very similar to the risk
found in e-mail architectures.

To solve these issues, a second mode calledclosed modelor
private federationshereafter consists in contractual agreements
between a set of operators to establish a secure interconnec-
tion architecture. The IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem) stan-
dards [1] define such an architecture with secure links basedon
IPSec (Internet Protocol Security) between domains and net-
work topology hiding to protect interconnection proxies from
DoS attacks. The phone number problem is solved by sharing
securely (private) E.164 information between the operators.

1.2. Problem statement

It is clear that VoIP services are evolving from intra-domain
architecture with PSTN (Public Switched Telephone Ntwork)
interconnection to full IP inter-domains with end-to-end VoIP
signalling. The private federations (or closed) model repro-
duces the PSTN principles, provides reliable routing, and is ex-
pected to reach a comparable security level. Its architecture im-
plies that secure call signalling crosses all the intermediary do-
mains and direct calls can be established only between adjacent
VoIP domains. Furthermore, this model may have performance
and cost impacts as explained in [52]. On the other hand, the
open model provides a lot of flexibility but presents two major
issues which have blocked its adoption (E.164 phone numbers
routing and security risks on the interconnection proxies). Be-
tween these two models, a recent approach called VIPR (Veri-
fication Involving PSTN Reachability) [45] proposes an hybrid
architecture combining VoIP, P2P and PSTN components. In
brief, it relies on PSTN call information to build secure rout-
ing and authentication information which are then used to place
direct VoIP calls.

Current solutions for open and hybrid models have some
drawbacks and the private federations model may lack some
service flexibility. Consequently, we identity the need fora call
establishment process which addresses the inter-domains prob-
lematic and fits in the open interconnection model. Because
VoIP calls (or application data) may be routed through the In-
ternet, security is a key requirement: the protocol shall ensure
authentication of involved party and key establishment. Other
usual security requirements shall also be covered [11]: access
control, privacy, anti-replay, DoS protection and sessionkey
freshness. This last requirement is taken in its broader scope
meaning that a new session key shall be established for each
call. On the other hand, the adversary is assumed to have max-
imal capabilities to interact with the protocol: as an external
party (an outsider) or as a protocol participant (an insider) he
may intercept, tamper, replay, forge or delete any protocolmes-
sage.

Furthermore, the process shall manage VoIP E.164 phone
identifiers routing and take into account VoIP specificities, es-
pecially its real time nature and the related regulatory constraints.
As explained in [21], legal requirements may have strong im-
pacts on VoIP deployment. In [18], the authors detail the im-
pacts of the key disclosure legal requirement on secure callpro-
tocols.

1.3. Technical novelty

The DRCEP protocol limits the risk of (D)DoS attacks
by inserting dynamic filtering values in each protocol message
which can be checked straightaway by the responder. Although
this principle is not new, it has been enhanced in such a way
that the responder can cope with potential loss or disorder in
the received messages, even when it is contacted concurrently
by a large number of originator endpoints (or proxies). Au-
thentication and session key establishment is achieved within
a single message from the responder perspective and does not
require session key transportation. This means that the specific
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DRCEP protocol payload is short and it is compatible with an
underlying UDP transport.

To reduce the performance impact of security operations
(and thus the vulnerability to DoS attacks), the protocol uses
only shared key cryptography. As opposed to protocols of the
same class,DRCEP achieves the PFS (Perfect Forward Se-
crecy) security property both in case of passive off-line attacks
(like key brute-force guessing) and active attacks (endpoint or
controlled server revealing long-term secrets). Also, theproto-
col includes an efficient key renewing scheme that creates new
encryption and MAC (Message Authentication Code) keys at
each protocol run. Consequently, this increases the difficulty
for an adversary to mount cryptanalysis attacks because it can
not obtain several ciphertexts or MAC under the same key.

Considering the network architecture, the protocol may op-
erate in a two-party setting or in a multi-party setting. Thetwo-
party setting assumes that the two principals (or entities)have
a shared-secret. In the multi-party setting, intermediateservers
(acting as TTP) are responsible for providing the required key-
ing material to the originator. The intermediate servers may
be organised in a hierarchical way to minimise the number of
shared-secrets. Although involved in the achievement of each
call, the intermediate servers do not need to remain in the appli-
cation signalling path, which offers more flexibility than the tra-
ditional VoIP or IMS architecture [1]. Furthermore, the (D)Dos-
resistance and PFS security properties are preserved for each
intermediate server by applying the same principles as for the
sender and responder entities.

Finally, the protocol operates on a transaction basis. Each
transaction is defined as the set of operations and data required
to send an Authenticated Message (AM) from a sender to a re-
sponder. A transaction allows a sender to either transmit a cryp-
tographically protected stand-alone message; or a key-agreement
message required to establish a secure session. In the first case,
theDRCEP protocol interacts with the application and offers
a fine-grained protection (on a per-message basis). This means
that no underlying secure link (e.g., TLS or IPSec) is required
to establish a secure call. In the second case, theDRCEP pro-
tocol is application agnostic and has the same purpose as a TLS
handshake. In both cases it can be used to secure other ap-
plications than VoIP (e.g., email, Instant Messaging and web
browsing).

Paper organisation —Section 2 presents and analyses the
related work. Section 3 provides theDRCEP protocol spec-
ifications. Section 4 addresses the protocol security and the
implementation of the core security functions. Section 5 mea-
sures the atomic performance of the protocol and establishes
the simulation model for a complete network. Section 6 closes
the paper with some conclusions.

2. Related work

2.1. VoIP secure call establishment protocols

2.1.1. Application independent mechanisms
The SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) VoIP protocol [43]

specifies the use of TLS (Transport Layer Security) [16] for

integrity and confidentiality protection of the signallingflows,
in addition to peers authentication. It covers both the intra and
inter-domain contexts; it can be used on a hop-by-hop basis
along a chain of peers. Once the TLS transport channel is estab-
lished, the SIP-INVITE request is sent securely from the sender
to the next hop. Protection of the media flow requires the es-
tablishment of a session key between the caller and the callee.
Following the SDES (Security DEScription) standard [4], the
session key is generated by the caller and inserted in the SDP
[20] part of the SIP-INVITE request. From this perspective,
SDES is not a security protocol per se, since it requires another
protocol to protect the SIP-INVITE request.

The same principles apply to DTLS (Datagram Transport
Layer Security) [42] where UDP transport replaces TCP. Sim-
ilarly, IPSec (Internet Protocol Security) [24] may be usedto
secure the VoIP signalling at the network level and thus enables
the transport of a session key from the call originator to there-
sponder. As explained in several papers [47, 6, 13, 52] thereis a
performance issue with these protocols when authentication is
based on public key cryptography. This performance issue in-
creases the operational costs and also the vulnerability toDoS
(Denial of Service) attacks (Section 2.2 examines some solu-
tions to reduce these risks).

Another vulnerability of these protocols is that the disclo-
sure of a private key enables the recovery of past session keys.
For example, if an adversary gets a TLS private key and has
recorded some previous sessions, he can decrypt the PMS (Pre-
Master Secret) values and obtains the corresponding session
keys. Hence, the PFS (Perfect Forward Secrecy) property is
not achieved.

2.1.2. Security protocols for VoIP signalling
The SIP standard [43] specifies the use of S/MIME [41]

for end-to-end protection of the SIP payload. More precisely,
the calling endpoint signs the SIP payload after inclusion of its
certificate. Confidentiality may be partly supported (only the
SIP payload is encrypted), provided the caller knows the callee
certificate. To this purpose, a recent standard [23] defines a
certificate management service intended to facilitate S/MIME
deployment. The S/MIME standard has a negative impact on
transport (because of the certificate inclusion) and it is subject
to DoS attacks (because it uses public key algorithms).

A comparable approach is found in the SIP-Identity proto-
col [39] where the SIP-INVITE request is partially signed by
the sending domain. As opposed to S/MIME, the signing is
done at the domain level (by a trusted proxy), rather than at the
endpoint level, and no certificate transport is required. Instead,
the receiving domain recovers the certificate of the sender proxy
through a (signed) URL in the SIP-INVITE request. This proto-
col offers no confidentiality protection for conveying a session
key and, as for S/MIME, requires that network intermediaries
do not alter the message content. It is also subject to DoS at-
tacks because of signature processing and certificate recovering
by the responder, as explained in [57].

The MIKEY (Multimedia Internet KEYing) protocol [5] is
also designed to fit into VoIP call signalling and does not require
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prior establishment of a secure link. Each protocol instance es-
tablishes a session key between the two parties. The security
analysis made in [18] explains that the PKI (Public Key Infras-
tructure) and DH (Diffie-Hellman) modes of this protocol are
vulnerable to DoS attacks if the receiver is flooded with fake
security requests.

2.1.3. Mechanisms operating in the media plane
The SRTP (Secure Real-Time Transport Protocol) standard

[8] ensures authentication of each media datagram in addition
to its integrity and confidentiality protection. It requires a single
master key from which integrity and confidentiality keys are
derived. Establishing this master key between endpoints may be
achieved at the VoIP signalling level with TLS/SDES, MIKEY
or S/MIME protocols.

Alternatively, this may be achieved at the media plane level
with ZRTP (Media Path Key Agreement for Unicast Secure
RTP) [56] or DTLS-SRTP (Datagram Transport Layer Security
Extension to Establish Keys for the Secure Real-time Transport
Protocol) [27] protocols. These two protocols operate as fol-
lows: once the media connection information is extracted from
the SIP SDP offer, one endpoint initiates a key establishment
exchange with the remote peer. This exchange applies either
PSK (Pre-Shared Key) or DH (Diffie-Hellman) methods. Sev-
eral endpoints authentication mechanisms are available: digital
signatures, PSK or authentication fingerprint passed through a
secure signalling channel. A last option is supported with ZRTP
which is a SAS (Short Authentication String) to be spoken and
verified by each peer.

As explained in [18], deploying a PKI or shared-secrets
at the end-user level raises respectively operational complex-
ity and scalability issues. On the other hand, the ZRTP SAS
method may be used only for sessions that involve humans at
both ends of the communication. For these reasons, and be-
cause the SDP offer also has to be protected, a security pro-
tocol at the VoIP signalling level is required most of the time.
Finally, [18] highlights the incompatibility between thisend-to-
end media key establishment model and some legal interception
constraints.

2.1.4. Routing and verifying E.164 phone numbers
VoIP identifiers create a routability and verification issue

because most of them are formatted according to the E.164
standard [17] which lacks the domain part. The ENUM (E.164
NUmber Mapping) protocol [17], build on the DNS principles,
offers a theoretical solution but it has not been widely deployed.
In fact, publishing end-user routing information would create a
SPIT risk for the responder. Consequently, the routing of E.164
VoIP identifiers is mainly done on a hop-by-hop basis, relying
on trusted interconnection operators which keep the routing in-
formation private.

Regarding the verification of the received E.164 caller iden-
tifier, a proposal was made in [54] to perform an RRC (Return
Routability Check). The protocol is as follows: when the called
domain receives a SIP-INVITE request, it extracts the E.164
calling number, generates a random token including call infor-
mation and sends a verification request to the claimed calling

number. The calling domain needs to intercept this request and
respond with the extracted token, signed by the calling domain
according to [39]. The verification phase relies itself on secure
E.164 routing.

A recent proposal called VIPR (Verification Involving PSTN
Reachability) [45] proposes to solve both the E.164 routing
and verification issues. It is an hybrid approach combining
VoIP, P2P and PSTN components which uses PSTN reliabil-
ity to build secure routing information. It requires that each do-
main has a PSTN and a VoIP connection, joins a cross-operators
P2P network and publishes in the DHT (Distributed Hash Ta-
ble) the list of its PSTN phone identifiers and one of its VoIP
proxy. Once a PSTN inter-domain call is completed, if the
called number is found in the DHT, the calling domain con-
tacts the called domain and obtains acryptographic call token
bounded to the specific called number and to the specific call-
ing domain, along with the SIP routing information requiredto
place direct VoIP calls in the future. While this mechanism of-
fers an incremental approach, we foresee some limitations:the
called endpoint can not authenticate the calling number, each
domain has to store potentially a large number of tokens and
besides all it requires PSTN endlessly. Actually, when the va-
lidity period of a token has expired or when a new destination
is being called, a PSTN verification is required and a new token
has to be validated (and stored). If the signature key of a do-
main is compromised, the PSTN verification shall be repeated
for each token previously issued by that domain.

2.1.5. Protection against SPIT threat
A parallel was quickly drawn between SPIT and SPAM and

several counter-measures are proposed in [44]: use of white
lists or black lists, reputation techniques creating circles of trust,
challenge of the caller with CAPTCHA or mathematical puz-
zles, payment at risk, call rating (and filtering) based on statis-
tical analysis. To be efficient, most of these techniques require
that the caller (or at least the calling domain) is authenticated.
Whereas this is usually the case in intra-domain, caller authen-
tication in the inter-domain context is a tricky issue, especially
when the interconnection proxies are reachable from anywhere
on the public Internet. Consequently, the approach we propose
in this paper first aims at authenticating the caller (or originat-
ing domain) in an efficient way.

Nevertheless, even if the caller (or the calling domain) has
been successfully authenticated, the first call creates an excep-
tion because the caller is not part of a white or black list. Sev-
eral consent based approaches are discussed in [44] where the
callee receives a call notification and later decides how to han-
dle it. As an alternative approach, the authors of [37] assume
that call participants usually establish cross-media relations (via
e-mail, web or business card exchange) before placing a VoIP
call. Weak secret information may be obtained to reach a spe-
cific contact and then inserted in the SIP-INVITE request as a
(weak) authentication token. As for VIPR [45], this approach
requires the storage of a large number of tokens.
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2.2. DoS Protection

The exposure of secure call mechanisms based on public
key cryptography to DoS (Denial of Service) risks may be re-
duced with one of the following approaches. The first one con-
sists in increasing the processing performance of the host so
that it can handle more cryptographic operations, as proposed
in [51, 15]. Another solution is to choose the cryptographicpa-
rameters so as to reduce the computation cost for the responder.
In the RSA based TLS handshake, this is achieved by setting
a relatively small private exponent within the limit definedin
[10].

A third approach is to delay the heavy computation tasks
required by the responder by first challenging the originator.
This principle is retained in several proposals [22, 3, 53] where
the responderB, for each new connection attempt, first returns
a cookie to the originatorA. The cookie usually includes an
ephemeral Diffie-Hellman (DH) value which requires one ex-
ponentiation forB. In [22] the authors claim that this value
may be pre-computed but this does not work in case of (D)DoS
attack because the responder would have to compute new val-
ues almost continuously. In [3] it is recommended thatB keeps
the same DH value as long as it is under a heavy load. However,
even ifB is not required to compute an exponentiation at each
new connection request, it is easy forA to acknowledge the re-
ceived cookie and then to forceB to verify a wrong signature
at the next step. The same analysis applies to [53] whereB is
protected at the very first step (because of the cookie principle)
but needs to perform a public decryption on the second mes-
sage received, whereas returning the cookie consumes almost
no resource for the attackerA.

A fourth approach for the responder consists in caching pre-
vious (successful) connection state. This is described in the
TLS standard [16] under thesession resumptionmode. This
mode is useless in case of (D)DoS because the cache may rapidly
be overloaded with attacker sessions replacing those of legit-
imate users. The counter-measure where the session state is
stored by the client [48, 46] certainly preserves the serverre-
sources but it can not be enforced for attacking endpoints.

A more promising approach, calledclient-aided RSAis de-
scribed in [12] for TLS. It consists in transferring a significant
part of the computation load to the originatorA. When it re-
ceives a connection request, the responderB returns a vector,
along with its certificate, toA. ThenA encrypts the PMS (Pre-
Master Secret) withB public key and performs additional com-
putations with the exponents received in the vector. ThenB per-
forms the remaining exponentiations which are less consuming
than the complete PMS decryption. Furthermore,B may force
A to pass a hash computation challenge before performing any
exponentiation. Although this last measure does not guarantee
thatA is a legitimate user, it increases the computation load.

The above solutions, and others analysed in [50], improve
the resistance of the responder to (D)DoS attacks but, even for
[12], the gain is limited to a factor below 20. Even if these
approaches are combined for greater efficiency, we anticipate
that the (D)DoS resistance will remain much lower than with
shared key cryptography.

2.3. Protocols using shared key cryptography

The application independent security protocols listed in Sec-
tion 2.1.1 do all support a PSK (Pre-Shared Key) mode which
increases the authentication and key establishment performances.
The PFS security property is, however, not achieved: if the ad-
versary obtains the shared secret, then all the previous session
keys are compromised.

The same statement holds for the various authentication and
key establishment protocols analysed in [11], whatever thenum-
ber of parties involved and the method used for key establish-
ment (agreement versus transportation). Furthermore, there-
sponder usually needs to perform (at least) one cryptographic
operation for checking the validity of the received message.
Recently, a new MIKEY mode denoted KMS was proposed in
[29]. It is a ticket-based approach with a trusted third party,
inspired from Kerberos [32], which can also be integrated into
the VoIP call establishment. Since the KMS protocol performs
key transportation, it does not support the PFS property, ithas a
negative impact on transport and forces the responder to main-
tain a connection state before it can check the validity of the
received message.

An alternative approach is described in IPACF (Identity-
Based Privacy-Protected Access Control Filter) [55], where each
single frame conveys an access filter value requiring only a
comparison operation for the responder. This filter value isup-
dated at each new frame and it depends on a shared secret key
established between the server and each client. When the server
receives a frame with a valid filter value, it responds to the client
with a new responder filter value and updates the client filter
value for the next frame; the same process holds for the client.
If the received filter value does not match the expected one, the
message is discarded without requiring any cryptographic pro-
cessing. This mechanism also provides user privacy by sending
a pseudo-ID which is user specific and changes at each frame.
It is, however, unclear how the protocol behaves if some mes-
sages are lost or disordered, and whether strictly bidirectional
exchange has to be maintained between the server and each
client.

The DRCEP protocol described in Section 3 retains the
IPACF principle of dynamic filtering values while supporting
message loss or disorder, as well as unidirectional flow only.
It also supports the PFS property and optionally a hierarchical
architecture to simplify the management of shared secrets.

3. Protocol specifications

3.1. General overview

The protocol runs between entitiesA andB which can be
the users endpoints themselves or proxies acting on behalf of
them. For performance consideration, and DoS protection, the
protocol uses only symmetric cryptography, which requiresA
andB to have a shared-secret. Since installing shared-secrets
between each pair of entities is not scalable, an intermediary
serverS may be involved. EntityS has one shared-secret with
A and one withB; it is responsible for authenticating those en-
tities and for providing toA the material required to contactB.
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‖ or , : Concatenation operator.
⊕ : XOR operator, equivalent to binary modulo addition.
{V}K : Encryption ofV with symmetric keyK.
δt : Time precision period used for time related operations.
AM : Authenticated Message sent fromA to B .
ATIE : One of the Acceptable Transaction Index for entityE.
BTIE,p : pth secret Base Transaction Index of entityE. The initial value is notedBTIE,0.
CK(TIE, X) : Confidentiality Key used for encryption operations.
CX or C′X : Public constant.
FK(TIE, X) : Filtering Key matching transaction indexTIE of entityE and issued by entityX.
FV(TIE, X) : Filtering Value matching transaction indexTIE of entityE and issued by entityX.
H(V) : The result of an one-way hash function applied toV.
IK(TIE, X) : Integrity Key used for MAC operations.
KAB : Secret master key shared between entitiesA andB.
len(V) : Binary length of valueV.
A mod B : The remainder of the integer division of A by B.
MACK(V) : Message Authentication Code applied toV with keyK. WhenV = Σ, the MAC applies to

all the fields contained in the message.
OM : Original MESsage to transmit fromA to B.
OTPRE : One-Time Pad Result targeted to entityE.
SK(TIE, X) : Session Key matching transaction indexTIE of entityE and issued by entityX.
TIE or TIE(t) : Secret (current) Transaction Index of entityE.
TME : Transaction Material intended to entityE.
TRID(TIE) : TRansaction IDentifier corresponding to transaction index TIE of entityE.

Table 1: Notations used in this paper

Consequently,S needs to be on-line and may be duplicated for
redundancy purpose. This is not seen as a real constraint, since
most communication protocols today require an on-line TTP
(Trusted Third Party) — at least for phone number routing or
for periodical verification. In Section 3.6, we explain how this
architecture can be extended with several intermediary servers
Si to meet the classical hop-by-hop inter-domain model or to
reduce the number of shared secrets maintained by eachSi. Al-
though not explicitly described further on, the protocol applies
to the intra-domain context as well or to a mixed scenario where
S may be in a third domain.

The protocol operates on atransactionbasis and several
transactions can be triggered concurrently by the originator with
support of transaction loss or disordering. Disordering means
that a first transaction message is received by the responderaf-
ter a second message triggered later on (this may result from
an underlying UDP transport). A transaction is defined as the
set of DRCEP operations and messages required to send an
Authenticated Message (AM) from A to B. TheAM message
includes specific protocol information and the Original Mes-
sage (OM) that A wants to deliver toB. The AM message
offers integrity protection andOM may be encrypted for confi-
dentiality purpose. When the protocol runs directly between A
andB, a singleAM message is required to perform entities au-
thentication, key establishment and to deliver the original OM
message. Whenn intermediarySi servers are involved, this
requires2×n additional messages which corresponds ton sub-

transaction legs.
This architectural setting is similar to that of Kerberos, but

the protocol is different and it brings additional properties: PFS
is achieved even if an entity or a long-term secret is compro-
mised. The protocol also offers DoS resistance and the size of
the final messageAM is close to that of the Original Message
(OM). This last property is obtained becauseDRCEP requires
no key transportation in theAM message (as opposed to Ker-
beros). Finally, the encryption and MAC keys are renewed at
each transaction; this increases the security of the overall pro-
tocol.

The DoS resistant property comes from the exclusive use
of symmetric cryptographic algorithms and from the insertion
of a dynamic Filtering Value (FV) in each transaction message.
This filtering value is derived from the TRansaction IDentifier
(TRID) that enables the responder to infer the corresponding
Transaction Index (TI). In this respect, theTRID value corre-
sponds to the public image of the Transaction Index (TI) that
shall be kept secret. The responder entity (B or any intermedi-
ary serverSi) can check straight away the receivedFV value by
comparing it to the pre-computed (expected) one. In the general
case where the responder receives concurrently protocol mes-
sages from a large number of originators, this filtering value
also serves as an authenticator of each single originator. As
opposed to several protocols (SIP Identity [39], Kerberos [32],
MIKEY [5]), the responder is not engaged in any resource con-
suming operation (cryptography, context handling or message
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generation) before a validFV value is detected. This ensures to
the responder maximum protection against DoS attacks. Addi-
tionally, because theFV value changes at each transaction in an
unpredictable way, it serves also as a protection against blind or
replay attacks.

From this perspective,DRCEP protocol follows the same
filtering principle as the IPACF protocol [55] by using a dy-
namic value which is updated at each message. Since theFV
value is derived from the TRansaction IDentifier (TRID), it
also enables the responder to detect which Transaction Index
(TI) has been issued by the originator. The set of Acceptable
Transaction Index (ATI) maintained by the responder at a given
time is called atransaction window. The transaction window
accommodates for possible transactions loss or disordering be-
cause, as opposed to IPACF, there is not a single transaction
index (and thus a singleFV value) acceptable by the respon-
der at a given time. More precisely, the Transaction Index (TI)
is part of the shared-secret and it is iterated independently by
both entities at each transaction. It serves as a pre-image to a
secure one-way hash function to form theTRID value that is
the public image ofTI.

In the general case where the responderB receivesAM
transaction messages concurrently from several distinct entities
Ai, it can not maintain a separate transaction index (and the
corresponding transaction window) with eachAi. Therefore,
the above principles are adapted so thatB only has to maintain
its own TIB value and the corresponding transaction window
for all the possibleAi entities. TheTIB secret is shared with
all Ai entities and iterated independently by eachAi through a
secure one-way function to achieve the PFS (Perfect Forward
Secrecy) property.

From the shared-secretTIB and the master keyKAiB shared
betweenAi andB, eachAi entity derives the corresponding
transaction material, among which theFV(TIB, Ai) filtering
value and the session key. The key derivation function shall
satisfy the PFS property, meaning that if a derived key is com-
promised, the adversary cannot infer the master key or any other
derived key. Furthermore, to ensure cryptographic separation
between the different parts of the protocol, the master keyKAiB

serves only for keys derivation purposes. The same principles
apply to each sub-transaction leg in the general case where there
is no direct relation (i.e., shared-secret) betweenAi andB, and
intermediary serversSj are required.

There are several approaches to integrate VoIP signalling
with the DRCEP protocol. In the first approach, each VoIP
message is encapsulated into a single Authenticated Message
(AM) corresponding to a uniqueDRCEP transaction. Alter-
natively, theDRCEP protocol can also be used as an applica-
tion independent protocol to establish a secure channel at the
network or transport level. In that case, the singleAM mes-
sage received byB is sufficient to perform authentication and
session key establishment withAi. The third approach differs
from the previous one by encapsulating theSIP-INVITE re-
quest into theAM message that also serves in establishing the
secure channel.

3.2. Notations

The notations used in this paper are summarised in Table 1.

3.3. Case 1: protocol run between two entities A and B

We assume entityA is the initiator and entityB is the re-
sponder. They share a secret consisting of two pieces of in-
formation: the master keyKAB andTIB which is the current
transaction index of the responder entityB. This index is iter-
ated at each new transaction through a public algorithm.

From the (current)TIB value, entitiesA and B compute
independently the transaction identifierTRID(TIB) which is
the public image of the transaction index. This identifier shall
depend on theTIB value and be the result of a cryptographic
function such that observing any number of previous identifiers
does not reveal any information on the currentTIB value nor
on its future values. Hence we propose to apply a one-way
hash functionH to the concatenation of the transaction index
TIB and a public constant:

TRID(TIB)← H(C1‖TIB) (1)

Then, the dynamic filtering value issued byA and expected
by B for this transaction is computed from the transaction iden-
tifier. For now, a strict equality is enforced:

FV(TIB, A)← TRID(TIB) (2)

The session keySK(TIB, A) established betweenA andB
for this transaction is computed independently by both entities
from (at least) the master keyKAB and the (current) transaction
indexTIB of the responder. The session key shall be the result
of a cryptographic function such that knowing past session keys
and the corresponding transaction indexes does not enable the
adversary to determine the master keyKAB. In this context,
and further on, impossible meanscomputationally non-feasible
with non-negligible probability. Hence we propose to encrypt
the concatenation of the transaction indexTIB and a public con-
stant under the master keyKAB:

SK(TIB, A)← {C2‖TIB}KAB
(3)

From this material,A is able to send toB one of the two
following Authenticated Messages (AM). The first message
(4) supports integrity protection only while the second (5)adds
confidentiality protection of the original messageOM:

AM : A→ B : FV(TIB, A), OM, MACIK(TIB,A)(Σ) (4)

AM : A→ B : FV(TIB, A), {OM}CK(TIB,A), MACIK(TIB,A)(Σ) (5)

In message (4), theIK(TIB, A) key used for integrity pro-
tection may be the session key itself or a key derived from it.In
message (5) theCK(TIB, A) andIK(TIB, A) keys may be de-
rived from the session key. Alternatively, we suggest that these
keys are obtained fromKAB andTIB in the same way as the
session key:
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IK(TIB, A)← {C3‖TIB}KAB
(6)

CK(TIB, A)← {C4‖TIB}KAB
(7)

In a simplified mode,CK(TIB, A) andIK(TIB, A) do not
depend on the (current) transaction indexTIB and thus are the
same for all the transactions. Since changing these keys at each
transaction only requires two symmetric encryptions and in-
creases the overall security, the simplified mode is not further
retained.

WhenB receives one of the two messages (4, 5), it checks
the received transaction identifierTRID(TIB) (that equals the
FV(TIB, A) value), against the expected one for its current
transaction indexTIB. If this check fails theAM message
is silently ignored, elseB infers the corresponding transaction
materialSK(TIB, A), IK(TIB, A) andCK(TIB, A). From this
materialB can check theAM message and decryptOM. For
performance optimisation,B can pre-compute all the transac-
tion material, from the current transaction indexTIB and the
master keyKAB, prior to receiving theAM message.

Once the current transaction is completed,A andB iterate
independently the transaction indexTIB. The simplest option
is to apply a linear function, like adding a constant to the pre-
viousTIB value. When multiple originators are considered, it
is desirable to link the transaction index with the current time
valuet:

TIB(t)← BTIB,0 + t (8)

In Equation (8) we only consider discrete values for time
thust is rounded with the time precisionδt. TheBTIB,0 value
corresponds to the Base Transaction Index set up byB at time
t = 0 and shared withA. From the initial shared-secretBTIB,0

and the public parameterδt, A andB can simultaneously com-
pute the current transaction indexTIB(t), assuming their re-
spective clocks are synchronised. From this setting, if entity A
or B is compromised, the attacker obtains (KAB, BTIB,0) and
thus can recover all the previous session keys. To solve thislim-
itation and achieve the PFS (Perfect Forward Secrecy) property,
we propose to iterate the base transaction index ofB everyΘ
seconds with a one way function:

TIB(t)← BTIB,p + t (9)

BTIB,p ← H(C0‖BTIB,p−1) everyΘ seconds withBTIB,1 ← H(C0‖BTIB,0)
(10)

From equation (9), the current transaction index ofB is the sum
of thepth base transaction indexBTIB,p and the current time
t (rounded with precisionδt). The valueBTIB,p is obtained
recursively fromBTIB,0 by applying a one-way function every
Θ seconds. Assuming each entity can eraseBTIB,p−1 after
the iteration andH is a secure one-way function, ifA or B is
compromised at timetC the attacker obtainsBTIB,p but can not
recoverBTIB,p−1. This means the PFS property is achieved
except for the last (tC modΘ) seconds.

From this setting, it is clearthat the indexTIB(t) com-
puted byA when creating the transaction is not equal to the
one computed byB when receiving theAM message (except if

the transmission delay is lower than the time precisionδt). For
this reason, and also to accommodate for possible transactions
loss or disordering,B shall maintain atransaction windowof
several Acceptable Transaction IndexesATIB,k(t) at timet:

ATIB,k(t)← BTIB,p + t + k× δt (11)

In Equation (11),t is the current time value rounded with
precisionδt, BTIB,p is the current base transaction index of
B and k is a relative integer in the range[kmin, kmax] with
kmin < 0 < kmax. The value∆ = kmax − kmin + 1 is defined
as the window size and corresponds to the (constant) number of
acceptable transaction indexes maintained byB. TheBTIB,p

value is iterated everyΘ seconds according to (10). In addition
to theATIB,k values, the transaction window shall also include
the ∆ corresponding transaction identifiers (defined by Equa-
tion (1)):

TRID(ATIB,k)← H(C1‖ATIB,k) (12)

WhenB receives theAM message, it compares the value of
TRID(TIB) issued byA (TRID(TIB) = FV(TIB, A)) to the
∆ valuesTRID(ATIB,k) contained in the transaction window
at the current timet. If a match is found,B infers the cor-
responding transaction indexTIB used byA and the remaining
transaction materialSK(TIB, A), IK(TIB, A), CK(TIB, A). If
no match is found,thenAM is silently ignored.

Since theATIB,k transaction indexes depend ont, the trans-
action window is a sliding window those values are chang-
ing along the time. Everyδt seconds, the valuet in Equation
(11) changes which implies that the previousATIB,kmin trans-
action index is no longer valid and that a new transaction index
ATIB,kmax is computed. The range ofk (from kmin to kmax

with kmin < 0 < kmax) should be chosen to accommodate
network delays and possible clock drift betweenA andB. In
practise, this means that the transaction window shall contain
more past transaction indexes than future transaction indexes
(|kmin| > |kmax|). For example:δt = 10ms, ∆ = 1000,
kmin = −700 and kmax = 299 accommodates for possible
clock drift and transmission delay of several seconds between
A andB. On its side, the originator entityA does not have to
maintain a transaction window. It just has to know the public
valuesδt andΘ of B and to maintain a reasonable synchroni-
sation withB clock. Assuming these hypothesis are met,A has
the assurance that the transaction indexTIB(t) (cf. Equation 9)
matches one of the∆ acceptableATIB,k values maintained by
B when it receives theAM message.

In the other way round,B can send toA an Authenticated
Message (AM) by performing the same operations, assuming
B knows the current Base Transaction IndexBTIA,p of A.

3.4. Case 2: involvement of a single server S

In this section, we assume thatA has no association withB
but that is has an association withS and thatS has an association
with B. This means thatA shares the secret (KAS, BTIS,p)
with S; entity A also knows the public parameters (δt, Θ) of
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S. Similarly, S shares the secrets (KSB, BTIB,p′) with B and
knows the public parameters ofB. For simplicity purpose, we
assume that the public parameters ofS andB (δt, Θ) are the
same and thatp = p′, but this assumption does not restrict the
protocol scope.

As a first step,A sends an authorisation query (AuthQ mes-
sage) toS to authenticate and ask for transaction material to
contactB. If S accepts the query it returns an authorisation
response (AuthR message) with the requested transaction ma-
terial and thenA can send the correspondingAM message to
B. The first part of the transaction (messages betweenA and
S) follows the same security principles as in Section 3.3 by us-
ing dynamic filtering values and the second part (AM message
from A to B) is identical to the operations described previously.

To achieve the first part of the transaction, entityA derives
from the current transaction indexTIS(t) of S two transaction
identifiersTRID(TIS), TRID′(TIS) and the corresponding fil-
tering values. This information is computed according to Equa-
tions (9, 1, 2):

TIS(t)← BTIS,p + t (13)

TRID(TIS)← H(C1‖TIS), TRID′(TIS)← H(C′

1‖TIS) (14)

FV(TIS, A)← TRID(TIS), FV(TIS, S)← TRID
′

(TIS) (15)

The base transaction indexBTIS,p of S in Equation (13) is
iterated everyΘ seconds according to Equation (10) to achieve
the PFS property. Then, fromTIS andKAS, entityA derives the
keysSK(TIS, A), CK(TIS, A), IK(TIS, A) andIK(TIS, S) by
following the same principles as in Equations (3, 6, 7):

SK(TIS, A)← {C2‖TIS}KAS
(16)

IK(TIS, A)← {C3‖TIS}KAS
, IK(TIS, S)← IK(TIS, A)⊕ C′

3 (17)

CK(TIS, A)← {C4‖TIS}KAS
(18)

ThenA sends theAuthQ message (see Equation(19)) to
S. In this message,Ident contains the transaction information,
especially the identity of the target entityB and a nonce. For
confidentiality purpose,Ident is encrypted with the symmetric
keyCK(TIS, A):

AuthQ : A→ S : FV(TIS, A), {Ident}CK(TIS,A), MACIK(TIS,A)(Σ) (19)

On its side,S maintains at timet a transaction window of
∆ consecutive acceptable transaction indexesATIS,k(t), com-
puted in the same way as (11). In Equation (20) below,k ∈
[kmin, kmax] and the base transaction indexBTIS,p is iterated
everyΘ seconds according to (10). The transaction window
also contains the transaction identifiers and filtering values for
eachATIS,k(t):

ATIS,k(t)← BTIS,p + t + k× δt (20)

TRIDk(TIS)← H(C1‖ATIS,k), TRID′

k(TIS)← H(C′

1‖ATIS,k) (21)

FVk(TIS, A)← TRIDk(TIS), FVk(TIS, S)← TRID
′

k(TIS) (22)

Upon reception of theAuthQ message,S compares the re-
ceivedFV(TIS, A) to the∆ acceptable valuesFVk(TIS, A)
pre-computed in the current transaction window. If no match
is found, theAuthQ message is silently ignored elseS infers
the transaction indexTIS used byA and computes the related
key IK(TIS, A) (according to Equation (17)) from which it can
check theMAC of theAuthQ request.

Assuming theMAC check is correct, thenS computes the
CK(TIS, A) key (according to Equation (18)) from which it can
decrypt theIdent information and obtains the receiver identity
B. AssumingS shares the secrets (BTIB,p, KSB) with B it
computes the transaction materialFV(TIB, S), SK(TIB, S) re-
lated to the current transaction indexTIB(t) of B (according to
Equations (9, 10, 1, 2, 3)). ThenS returns this Transaction Ma-
terial TMA to A through theAuthR message below. Prior to
crafting theAuthR message,S needs to compute the remain-
ing keysIK(TIS, S), SK(TIS, A) (according to Equations (17,
16)) for the sub-transaction leg withA.

AuthR : S→ A : FV(TIS, S), TMA, MACIK(TIS,S)(Σ) (23)

TMA ← SK(TIS, A)⊕ (FV(TIB, S)‖SK(TIB, S)) (24)

In Equation (24), a one-time pad operation is performed
with the keySK(TIS, A) that is shared betweenA andS for
this specific transaction and which is renewed at each transac-
tion. The value of theSK(TIS, A) key is added (modulo 2)
to the concatenation of information required byA to contact
B, that is the Filtering ValueFV(TIB, S) and the Session Key
SK(TIB, S)). For Equation (24) to be valid, we assume that
len(SK(TIS, A)) = len(FV(TIB, S)) + len(SK(TIB, S)).

When entityA receives theAuthR message, it first veri-
fies that the receivedFV(TIS, S) value matches the expected
one for the transaction of indexTIS it has initiated withS (cf.
Equations (14, 15)). If this is the case,A uses the pre-computed
IK(TIS, S) key to check theMAC of AuthR. If the MAC is
valid, A extracts the required transaction material to contactB,
by applying the specificSK(TIS, A) session key to the received
TMA value:

FV(TIB, S)‖SK(TIB, S)← SK(TIS, A)⊕ TMA (25)

From theSK(TIB, S) session key,A derives two specific
keysCK(TIB, A), IK(TIB, A) and sends the followingAM
message toB:

AM : A→ B : FV(TIB, S), {OM}CK(TIB,A), MACIK(TIB,A)(Σ) (26)

WhenentityB receivestheAM message, it first checks that
the receivedTRID(TIB) value (TRID(TIB) = FV(TIB, S))
matches one of the pre-computed transaction identifiers of the
current transaction window. At timet, the transaction window
of B contains the∆ acceptable transaction indexesATIB,k(t)
and the corresponding transaction identifiers (cf. Equations 11,
12). If a match is found,B computes (or recovers) the cor-
responding session keySK(TIB, S) from which it derives the
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CK(TIB, A) andIK(TIB, A) keys for completing theAM ver-
ification.

Note: it is possible to include in theAuthR message an
authenticatorTRCheck(TIB, S) generated byS to prove toB
that S has authenticated and allowed the transaction of index
TIB for entity A. This authenticator shall be constructed in
such a way that it can not be manipulated byA and also that
it can not be used by an adversary to impersonateA. For this
purpose, the authenticator shall include at least aMAC based
on a symmetric key shared betweenS andB. We propose to
compute this authenticator in the following way:

TRCheck(TIB, S)← MACVK(TIB,S)(IDA, @IPA, IDB, @IPB, TIB) (27)

In the above equation,IDE and@IPE are respectively the
identity and IP address of entityE andVK(TIB, S) is a key
specific to this transaction, derived as the other transaction keys
(i.e., by encrypting theTIB value and a public constant un-
der the master keyKSB). Since the use of the authenticator
TRCheck is already described in [7], it is not repeated here
(and further on) for concision purpose. Actually, the authenti-
cator can be uncorrelated from the remaining protocol opera-
tion.

3.5. Case 3: multiple originatorsAi

In Section 3.3, we assumed thatB only receivesAM trans-
action messages fromA. The same assumption was made in
Section 3.4 betweenA andS and betweenS andB. In practical
scenario,B may be in relation with severalAi entities and re-
ceivesAM messages from anyAi entity at any time. Following
the protocol described in Section 3.3, this requires thatB shares
a master keyKAiB with eachAi. This would also require thatB
shares a specific transaction index with eachAi and maintains
a separate transaction window but this scheme is not scalable.

To avoid this issue, we assume that eachAi knows the cur-
rent base transaction indexBTIB,p of B from which it can com-
pute the currentTIB(t) index (cf. Equations (9, 10)). Thus, the
BTIB,p value constitutes a shared-secret among allAi entities.
When a new entity is added to the group, it does not need to
get the initialBTIB,0 value but only the currentBTIB,p value.
From TIB(t), Ai computes the current transaction identifier
TRID(TIB) (cf. Equation (1)). SinceBTIB,p is a shared-secret
and the current timet is rounded with precisionδt, entitiesAi
andAj may generate the sameTRID(TIB) value within a close
time interval. This means that the transaction identifier can still
be used as a filtering value but does not enable to authenticate
the originating entity.

To obtain distinct filtering values for two (distinct) origi-
nating entities generating a transaction towardsB within the
same time intervalδt, it is necessary that the filtering value
FV(TIB, Ai) does not only depend onTRID(TIB) but also on
theKAiB key. It is also necessary thatB learns the identity of
Ai to select the rightKAiB key. Therefore we assume that each
Ai shares its identityIDAi with B; this identity shall be kept
secret. FromTRID(TIB, Ai), KAiB andIDAi there are several

possible schemes to produce the filtering value; we propose the
following one:

TRID(TIB) = P1‖P2‖P3 with len(P2) = len(IDAi) (28)

FK(TIB, Ai)← {C5‖TIB}KAiB
(29)

FV(TIB, Ai)← P1‖P2⊕ IDAi‖P3⊕MACFK(TIB,Ai)(P1‖P2⊕ IDAi‖TIB)
(30)

In Equation (28), the valueTRID(TIB) (obtained from Equa-
tion (1)) is logically split in three parts. Then,Ai computes
the symmetric keyFK(TIB, Ai) that it shares withB for this
specific transaction of indexTIB (cf. Equation (29)). The
filtering value represented byFV(TIB, Ai) is obtained from
TRID(TIB) by performing the following operations: the first
part of FV(TIB, Ai) is equal to the first part ofTRID(TIB)
(P1). The second part ofFV(TIB, Ai) is the result of the mod-
ulo 2 addition ofP2 andIDAi. Since the value ofP2 changes
at each transaction this ensures that theIDAi value is masked
to a protocol eavesdropper. The third part ofFV(TIB, Ai) is
the result of the modulo 2 addition ofP3 and aMAC which
depends on theFK(TIB, Ai) key. TheMAC input is obtained
by concatenating the first two parts ofFV(TIB, Ai) with the
transaction index valueTIB related to this transaction.

Then,the value of the session keySK(TIB, Ai) and the keys
CK(TIB, Ai), IK(TIB, Ai) are computed according to Equa-
tions (3, 6 and 7) with the keyKAiB. From this security mate-
rial, Ai forms theAM message (cf. Equation 5) and sends it to
B.

On its side,B maintains a transaction window containing
the ∆ acceptable transaction indexesATIB,k and the corre-
sponding transaction identifiers (cf. Equations 11, 12). When
receiving aAM message,B first verifies theFV(TIB, Ai) value
by performing successively the three checks below; if one of
them fails the message is silently ignored.

As a first step,B compares theP1 part of the received
filtering value with thelen(P1) first bits of the∆ identifiers
TRID(ATIB,k) contained in the transaction window. If a match
is found,B infers the correspondingTRID(ATIB,k) value and
thus theTIB transaction index issued byAi. In the second step,
B performs a modulo 2 addition ofTRID(ATIB,k) and the
receivedFV(TIB, Ai) value to extract the receivedIDAi and
MAC values. If the receivedIDAi value matches an existing en-
tity identifier,B infers the correspondingFK(TIB, Ai) key. In
the last step,B checks the third part ofFV(TIB, Ai) by comput-
ing the expected valueMACFK(TIB,Ai)(P1‖P2 ⊕ IDAi‖TIB)
and by comparing it to the received one.

If the checks are successful, then the receivedFV(TIB, Ai)
value is valid. In other words,B has authenticatedAi and found
the base parametersKAiB, TIB. Therefore,B can infer the
corresponding transaction materialSK(TIB, Ai), IK(TIB, Ai),
CK(TIB, Ai) according to Equations (3, 6, 7) and eventually
process theAM message, as explained in Section 3.3.

3.6. Case 4: extension to a hierarchical architecture
In the previous section we explained how a responderB can

handle transactions from several originatorsAi while maintain-
ing a single transaction window for all the possibleAi entities.
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Ai Sj 
B 

AuthQ: FV(TIs,A),{Ident}CK(TIS,A),MACIK(TIS,A)(∑) 

{ATIS,k(t)} <20> 

{TRIDk(TIS)} <21,27> 
Apply <10> to BTIS,k every Θs

 

{ATIB,k(t)} <11> 

{TRID(ATIB,k)} <12> 
Apply <10> to BTIB,k every Θs

 

TIS(t) <13> 

TRID(TIS) ← P1||P2||P3 <14,27> 
TRID’(TIS) ← P’1||P’2||P’3 <14,27> 

FK(TIS,A) <28> 
FV(TIS,A) <29> with (P1,P2,P3) 

FV(TIS,S) <29> with (P’1,P’2,P’3) 

SK(TIS,A) <16> 
IK(TIS,A) <17>  CK(TIS,A)} <18> 

Check FV → TIS,IDA,KAS,FK(TIS,A) 

IK(TIS,A) <17>   CK(TIS,A) <18> 
Check MAC, decrypt {Ident} 

TRID’(TIS) ← P’1||P’2||P’3 <14,27> 
FV(TIS,S) <29> with (P’1,P’2,P’3) 

SK(TIS,A) <16> IK(TIS,S) <17> 

TIB(t) <9> 
TRID(TIB) <1,27>   FK(TIB,S) <28> 

FV(TIB,S) <29>   SK(TIB,S) <3> 

TMA ← SK(TIS,A) ⊕ (FV(TIB,S)||SK(TIB,S)) <24> AuthR: FV(TIs,S),TMA, MACIK(TIS,S) (∑) 

Check FV → TIS, check MAC 

FV(TIB,S)||SK(TIB,S) ← SK(TIS,A) ⊕ TMA <25> 
SK(TIB,S) → (CK(TIB,A),IK(TIB,A)) 

AM: FV(TIB,S),{OM}CK(TIB,A),MACIK(TIB,A) (∑) 

Check FV → TIB, IDS,KSB 

SK(TIB,S) <3> 
SK(TIB,S) → (CK(TIB,A),IK(TIB,A)) 

Check MAC, decrypt {OM} 

Figure 1: Description of the architecture and operations ofthe protocol in the three-party case. Arrows represent the exchange of messages. Remainder represent
the operations computed by each principal for the generation and verification of data and keys. The corresponding equations are noted <equation number>. For
simplification purposeAi is notedA andSj is notedS.
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This requires that eachAi knows the currentBTIB,p shared-
secret and has an association (IDAi, KAiB) with B. These prin-
ciples can be mixed with those of Section 3.4 resulting in a
architecture whereB is contacted through several authorisation
serversSj and eachSj is in relation with several originatorsAi.

The resulting protocol and operations are described in Fig-
ure 1. In this architecture,B maintains a single transaction win-
dow of indexesATIB,k(t) computed fromBTIB,p and t (cf.
Equations 11, 10). Similarly,Sj maintains a single transaction
window of indexesATISj,k(t). For simplicity purpose, we as-
sume thatB andSj share the same valuest, δt, Θ, p, kmin,
kmax.

Assuming entityAi has a shared-secret withSj and wants
to contactB, it computes theFV(TISj, Ai) value and the corre-
spondingAuthQ message by combining the principles of Sec-
tion 3.4 and Section 3.5. IfSj recognises theAuthQ message
as valid and authorises the transaction withB, it computes the
transaction material (FV(TIB, Sj), SK(TIB, Sj)) for the cur-
rent transaction indexTIB(t) of B. This material is returned to
A through theAuthR message where theSK(TISj, Ai) ses-
sion key is used to mask the confidential information. En-
tity A checks theAuthR validity based on theFV(TISj, Sj)
filtering value which authenticatesSj, and on theMAC code
for message integrity. If the message is valid,A extracts the
FV(TIB, Sj) value and the session keySK(TIB, Sj) from which
theCK(TIB, Ai) andIK(TIB, Ai) keys are derived.

This three-party architecture can be extended to a four-party
architecture where the originator endpointsAi and the outbound
proxy S1 are part of networkdomA and the responder end-
pointsBj and the inbound proxyS2 are part of networkdomB.
EachAi entity has an association (IDAi, KAiS1) with S1 and
knows the shared-secretBTIS1,p. Similarly, S2 has an asso-
ciation with eachBj andS1 has an association (IDS1, KS1S2,
BTIS2,p) with S2.

The protocolpresented in Table 2 describesthe overall op-
eration for oneAi endpoint ofdomA to contact oneBj end-
point of domB through the proxiesS1 and S2. The whole
transaction consists in three steps: first betweenAi and S1,
then betweenS1 andS2 and finally betweenAi andBj. Prior
to sending message (32),Ai computes the transaction identi-
fiersTRID(TIS1), TRID′(TIS1) based onBTIS1,p andt (cf.
Equations 13, 15). Then, the corresponding filtering values
FV(TIS1, Ai) andFV(TIS1, S1) are obtained from Equations
(28, 29, 30). On its side,S1 maintains a single transaction
window for allAi entities containing the∆ acceptable indexes
ATIS1,k(t) obtained from Equation (11). Upon receiving a
valid FV(TIS1, Ai) (cf. Section 3.5),S1 infers theTIS1 trans-
action index issued byAi and the corresponding transaction
material: the session keySK(TIS1, Ai) is obtained from Equa-
tion (16) and the integrity keysIK(TIS1, Ai), IK(TIS1, S1) are
obtained from Equation (17). TheTMAi value of message (35)
is computed according to Equation (24) as follows:

TMAi ← SK(TIS1, Ai)⊕ (FV(TIBj, S2)‖SK(TIBj, S2)) (31)

The same principles apply between entitiesS1 andS2 to

achieve theAuthQ/AuthR exchange and to generate the re-
quired values of: TRID(TIS2), TRID′(TIS2), FV(TIS2,S1),
FV(TIS2, S2), FK(TIS2, S1), SK(TIS2, S1), IK(TIS2, S1),
IK(TIS2, S2), andOTPRS1. For these computations, the mas-
ter keyKS1S2 is used with the currentBTIS2,p base transaction
index ofS2.

When it receives a validAuthQ message (see Equation
33),S2 computes theBj current transaction indexTIBj(t) from
Equation (8), and the filtering valueFV(TIBj, S2) from Equa-
tions (1, 28, 29, 30). The final session keySK(TIBj, S2) is
obtained according to Equation (3). WhenAi receives message
(35), it extracts fromTMAi the FV(TIBj, S2), SK(TIBj, S2)
values and then derivesCK(TIBj, Ai), IK(TIBj, Ai) keys from
SK(TIBj, S2) to craft theAM message.

From this setting, it is clear that the intermediary entities
S1 andS2 know the final session keySK(TIBj, S2) shared be-
tweenAi andBj, which may be desirable for legal constraints.
However, it is possible forAi to include in theAM message a
Diffie-Hellman valuegxAi wherexAi is an ephemeral secret for
this transaction. Once it has validated the receivedAM mes-
sage,Bj completes the Diffie-Hellman exchange by computing
the new session keygxAixBj and returning toAi its own public
valuegxBj. In this way,Bj is not involved in heavy computation
before having authenticated the originatorAi.

4. Security analysis

We present in this section a heuristic evaluation about the
robustness ofDRCEP protocol to guaranteeing the system se-
curity properties. We expect fromDRCEP protocol to be ro-
bust with regard to the four main traditional security properties
that any information system must guarantee [30], that are: (1)
availability, (2) confidentiality, (3) integrity, and (4) authentic-
ity. We also expect fromDRCEP protocol to provide (5) PFS
(Perfect Forward Secrecy) property which is less common, es-
pecially for protocols based on symmetric cryptography.

Concerning availability, the goal is to minimise the impact
of (D)DoS attacks on the protocol entities, especiallyA and
B but also on the intermediary servers (if any) which may be
involved in the transaction completion.

Regarding confidentiality, the protocol must prevent any ad-
versary from knowing the Original Message (OM) or the Ses-
sion KeySK(TIB, A) established betweenA andB. The val-
ues of the shared-secrets (TIB, KAB) shall also be protected
from disclosure or recovery. Additionally, theIdent informa-
tion contained in theAuthQ message and the entity identi-
fier IDE incorporated in the computation of the Filtering Value
(FV) shall also not be accessible to a third-party.

The integrity property concerns each message of the proto-
col (AuthQ, AuthR andAM). Since each message is protected
by a Message Authentication Code (MAC), the underlying goal
is to guarantee the confidentiality of theIK keys involved in
MAC computations.

The protocol also ensures that each party (A andB) are be-
ing authenticated by their respective servers and eventually can
authenticate each other along the key establishment process.
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AuthQ : Ai → S1 : FV(TIS1, Ai), Ident, MACIK(TIS1,Ai)(Σ) (32)

AuthQ : S1 → S2 : FV(TIS2, S1), Ident, MACIK(TIS2,S1)(Σ) (33)

AuthR : S2 → S1 : FV(TIS2, S2), TMS1, MACIK(TIS2,S2)(Σ) (34)

AuthR : S1 → Ai : FV(TIS1, S1), TMAi, MACIK(TIS1,S1)(Σ) (35)

AM : Ai → Bj : FV(TIBj, S2), {OM}CK(TIBj,Ai), MACIK(TIBj,Ai)(Σ) (36)

Table 2: Extension of the protocol to a hierarchical architecture

Finally, the PFS property concerns both passive off-line at-
tacks (like password guessing) and entity hacking where thead-
versary has obtained the long term secrets (TI, KAB) of one or
several parties; under these hypothesis the adversary shall still
not be able to recover any of the past session keysSK(TIB, A).

4.1. Adversary capabilities

We define an adversary as a network entity with significant
computational power whose primary goal is to retrieve enough
information about the protocol data messages, to eventually ob-
tain an unauthorised access to the service, impersonate a legit-
imate entity, decrypt and/or alter the contents of a message, or
impact the service availability. In Table 3, we informally define
five elementary capabilities that such an adversary may posses.
These capabilities are mainly independent from each other and
may be cumulative. The way the adversary can obtain these
capabilities is outside the scope of this paper.

Capability CAP1 assumes an external adversary who has a
complete knowledge of the protocol and is equipped with the
related software. Indeed, the adversary has an instance of all
the cryptographic functions required by the protocol and can
invoke them at any time to craftDRCEP messages towards any
entity of the protocol. We also assume that the adversary can
be anywhere in the network and can spoof the network address
of any legitimate entity.

Capability CAP2 assumes the adversary can read the con-
tent of anyDRCEP message exchanged in the network be-
tween any pair of entities.

Capability CAP3 assumes the adversary has the entire con-
trol over all the communication channels of theDRCEP net-
work. Consequently he can delete, delay or alter any message
exchanged between any legitimate entities.

Capability CAP4 assumes the adversary has the entire con-
trol over a legitimate entity and thus can access the long-term
secrets of this entity. This capability may be obtained by ser-
vice subscription or by hacking a legitimate entity. In the first

Capability Description
CAP1 Injection of protocol messages
CAP2 Eavesdropping of messages
CAP3 Alteration of messages
CAP4 Control of protocol entities
CAP5 Obtain the values of old cryptographic keys

Table 3: Possible elementary capabilities of the adversary

case, the adversary acts as an end-user entity (A or B) whereas
in the second case it may also control a server entity (Si).

Capability CAP5 assumes the adversary is able to obtain
the value of a session keySK(TIB, A) used in any sufficiently
old previous run of the protocol. This capability implies CAP2
(or CAP3) for the adversary to capture previous protocol infor-
mation carried in the exchanged messages. By extension, this
capability also includes the recovery of other transactionkeys
(CK, IK or FK).

As part of CAP1 (and other capabilities) the adversary can
initiate communications with the other parties of the protocol,
as well as replay or alter some legitimate exchanges. In this
regard, the adversary is naturally exposed to failures and may
eventually be detected by the authorised parties. In the sequel,
we note asNA the Number of Attempts made by the adver-
sary. An attempt is typically a call to a cryptographic function,
the injection, modification, deletion of aDRCEP message, or
a combination of both. We note asNM the Number of Mes-
sages observed, or intercepted by the adversary, from whichit
harvests the required information to launch an attack.

4.2. Selected security functions and hypothesis

TheDRCEP protocol description presented in the previous
section uses abstract cryptographic functions which are now
instantiated for practical implementation and security evalua-
tion. The one-way hash functionH(V) is the SHA-256 function
specified in [34]. The symmetric cipher{V}K is the AES-256
function specified in [36]. TheMACK(V) function is based
on the HMAC standard [35] with the AES-256 hash function.
Given theses choices, Table 4 specifies the lengths of the keys
and security parameters used in the protocol.

These lengths imply that the MAC result used in Equation
(30) to compute theFV(TIB, Ai) value is truncated to 64 bits.
We assume that the MAC results incorporated in each mes-
sage for integrity protection are all truncated toLMAC = 128
bits. Similarly, the results of the hash function used to compute
TRID in the remainder equations are truncated toLHASH =
128 bits. Because the Transaction Identifier has a length of 120
bits, the result of the hash function in Equation (10) is truncated
to LTI = 120 bits.

Concerning the cipher function, all the inputs have a length
of (8 + 120) bits which is equal to the AES-256 block size and
the keys have a length of 256 bits. Consequently, a slight modi-
fication is required to Equation (16) to produce theSK(TIS, A)
session key which has a length of 256 bits. The modified equa-
tion is:
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SK(TIS, A)← ({C2‖TIS}KAS
‖{C′

2‖TIS}KAS
) (37)

We then assume that these three functions behave as ideal
oracles, so that we can estimate the probabilities of success
associated to various adversary trials. These results are then
linked to theDRCEP protocol to form elementary probabilities
which are used in the next section to evaluate more complex at-
tacks. The probability results below are based from references
in [30].

4.2.1. Hypothesis and possible attacks on the hash function
We assume for the considered SHA-256 function that the

outputy = H(x) appears as random to an adversary who has
no information on the preimagex.

Consequently, given an observed outputTRID, the proba-
bility that a random preimageTI verifies Equation (1) is close
to 2−LTI = 2−120. Assuming the adversary is able to observe
NM distinctTRIDi outputs and executesNA times its own in-
stance of the SHA-256 hash function withNA distinct and ran-
domly chosen preimagesTIj, the probability to guess one valid
transaction index is close toPE1 = NM × NA × 2−120. If a
successfulTIj value is found, the adversary deduces the current
Base Transaction IndexBTI from Equation (9).

If the previous attack is successful, the adversary knows the
secretBTIE,p of entity E and can try to invert Equation (10) to
break the PFS security property. Assuming the adversary exe-
cutesNA times its own instance of the SHA-256 hash function
with NA distinct and randomly chosen preimages, the proba-
bility to guessBTIE,p−1 is close toPE2 = NA × 2−120.

4.2.2. Hypothesis and possible attacks on the cipher function
We assume for the considered AES-256 function that the

outputy = {x}K appears as random to an adversary who has
no information on the keyK whatever the information he has
on the plaintextx (including full knowledge of the plaintext).
We denoten as the length of both ciphertext and plaintext; and
k as the length of the keyK (n = 128, k = 256 for AES-256).

Element Length
CX 8
BTI 120
TI 120
TRID 128
P1, P2, P3 32, 32, 64
ID 32
KAB 256
FK 128
FV 128
IK 128
CK 128
SK(TIS, A) 256
TM 256
SK(TIB, S) 128

Table 4: Length of the security parameters

Consequently, if the adversary knows a set ofNM plaintexts
and the corresponding ciphertexts (NM ≥ 3), obtained under
the same (unknown) keyK, the probability to determine the
ciphertext of a new plaintext (or vice versa the plaintext ofa
new ciphertext) is close toPE3 = 2−n.

Under the same hypothesis, the probability to guessK is
bounded byPE4 = NA × 2−k. To that purpose, the adversary
triesNA distinct and randomly chosen keysKi against a given
pair (x, y); if a match is found, the(NM − 1) remaining pairs
are used to confirm the key.

4.2.3. Hypothesis and possible attacks on the MAC function
We assume for the considered MAC function that the output

y = MACK(x) appears as random to an adversary who has no
information on the keyK whatever the information he has on
the preimagex (including full knowledge of the preimage). We
denote respectivelyv, n, k as the lengths of the preimagex, the
outputy and the keyK.

Consequently, if the adversary knows a set ofNM preim-
ages and the corresponding outputs (NM ≥ 3), obtained under
the same (unknown) keyK, the probability to determine the
output of a new preimage is close toPE5 = 2−n. Similarly, the
probability to determine the preimage of a new output is close
to PE6 = 2−v.

Under the same hypothesis, the probability to guessK is
bounded byPE7 = NA × 2−k. To that purpose, the adversary
triesNA distinct and randomly chosen keysKi against a given
pair (x, y); if a match is found, the(NM − 1) remaining pairs
are used to confirm the key.

4.3. Security analysis of the protocol exchanges

This section provides the security analysis of theDRCEP
protocol, based on the previous hypothesis for the securityfunc-
tions. This analysis is performed in a incremental way by fol-
lowing the construction steps of the protocol: (1) protocolrun
between two entities A and B, (2) involvement of a single server
S, (3) multiple originatorsAi and (4) extension to a hierarchi-
cal architecture. At each step, we consider adversaries equipped
with the capabilities defined in Table 3. The analysis is heuris-
tic rather than exhaustive in that we only consider the attacks
which are the most likely to occur and have the highest proba-
bilities of success.

4.3.1. Security of a transaction between two entities
This corresponds to the first protocol stage, described in

Section 3.3, where entitiesA andB share the secrets (KAB,
BTIB,p) and each transaction consists in a singleAM message
defined by Equation (5).

1. Attack to the availability property

Attack A1 – The adversary holds capability CAP1. He
tries to sendAM messages toB without knowing
the shared secrets; the goal is to create a (D)DoS
condition onB. To this purpose, the adversary needs
at least to furnish a validFV(TIB, A) value, to guess
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one of the∆ acceptableATIB,k identifiers contained
in the transaction window ofB. ConsideringNA
attempts, the probability of success is bounded by
PA1 = NA × ∆ × 2−120. If the adversary tries to
craft a fully validAM message, thePA1 probability
is lowered by a factor of2−256.

2. Attacks to the confidentiality property

Attack A2 – The adversary holds capability CAP2. The
probability that the adversary guesses theTIB se-
cret based on the observation ofNM public values
FV(TIB, A), and givenNA (off-line) attempts, is
equal toPA2 = PE1 = NM × NA × 2−120.

Attack A3 – Assuming attack A2 is successful, the ad-
versary knows theBTIB,p value at a given point in
time and can infer all the future values with Equa-
tion (10). The probability inNA attempts to guess
BTIB,p−1 (i.e., to break the PFS property for the
pastΘ seconds) is equal toPA3 = PE2 = NA ×
2−120.

Attack A4 – Assuming attack A2 is successful, the ad-
versary knows theNM valuesTIB(t) used in the
capturedAM messages. The probability inNA at-
tempts to guess theKAB key is equal toPA4 =
PE4 = NA × 2−256. This attack exploits Equation
(6) where the plaintext (C3‖TIB) is known, the key
is chosen randomly, and the obtained ciphertextIK
is verified by recomputing theMAC over the cap-
tured message.

3. Attack to the integrity property

Attack A5 – The adversary holds capability CAP3. The
goal of his attack is to change theOM part of an in-
terceptedAM message which requires to have the
valid IK(TIB, A) andCK(TIB, A) keys. We as-
sume here that these keys are derived from the ses-
sion keySK(TIB, A) and not from Equations (6, 7).
The adversary chooses randomlyNA session keys
SKi from which it derives the corresponding keys
(CKi, IKi) and forms theAMi message. EachAMi

message replays theFV(TIB, A) value captured in
the originalAM message. If the attack is repeated
for NM interceptedAM messages, the probability
of success is equal toPA5 = NM × NA × 2−128.

Notes on Attack A5:

• Because the transaction window ofB is iterated au-
tomatically along the time, theNA value can not be
chosen arbitrarily high.

• If the CKi and IKi keys are not derived from the
session key, thePA5 probability is lowered by a fac-
tor of 2−128.

• To avoid sending a large amount of messages on the
network, the alternative is to check eachSKi key
against the interceptedAM message. In that case,
the probability of success is lowered because an ad-
ditional MAC computation is required at each trial

whereas the validity period ofFV(TIB, A) remains
the same.

4. Attack to the authenticity property
We assume and adversary that holds capability CAP4. If
the adversary takes the control over entityA, he can send
OM messages of his choice toB. However, knowing the
secrets (KAB, BTIB,p) does not enable him to recover
the session keys established prior he has taken the control
overA or B.

5. Attack to the PFS property

Attack A6 – We assume an adversary who is holding
capability CAP5 and who has recoveredNM ses-
sion keysSK(TIB, A) along with the correspond-
ing filtering valuesFV(TIB, A). To guess simulta-
neously the secret keyKAB and the transaction in-
dexTIB, the adversary chooses randomlyNA can-
didate keysKi and for eachKi computes the plain-
text (C2‖TIi) of the first session key. If applying
Equations (1, 2) toTIi returns the expectedFV
value then a match has been found and the remain-
ing (NM−1) pairs (SK(TIB, A), FV(TIB, A)) are
used for confirmation. Similarly toPE4, the proba-
bility of success isPA6 = NA × 2−256.

4.3.2. Security of a transaction between three entities
This corresponds to the second protocol stage, described

in Section 3.4, involving entityS and resulting in a additional
AuthQ/AuthR message exchange betweenA and S. Com-
pared to the security analysis for theAM message, the main
difference is that the keysIK(TIB, A) andCK(TIB, A) must
be derived from the session keySK(TIB, S) (i.e., Equations 6,
7 are no longer applicable). Note: the possible attacks onB
secrets or on theAM message are the same as in Section 4.3.1
and are not repeated here.

1. Attack to the availability property

Attack A7 – We assume an adversary holding capabil-
ity CAP1. The probability inNA attempts that the
adversary generates aAuthQ or AuthR message
with at least a validFV value is equal toPA7 =
NA × ∆ × 2−120. For a fully valid message, the
PA7 probability is lowered by a factor of2−256.

2. Attacks to the confidentiality property

Attack A8 – We assume an adversary holding capability
CAP2. The probability inNA (off-line) attempts
to guess theTIS secret, based on the observation
of NM AuthQ (or AuthR) messages, is equal to
PA8 = NM × NA × 2−120.

Attack A9 – Assuming Attack A8 is successful, the pro-
bability to guess the previousBTIS,p−1 value know-
ing BTIS,p is equal toPA9 = NA × 2−120.

Attack A10 – Assuming Attack A8 is successful, the pro-
bability to guess theKAS key is equal toPA10 =
NA × 2−256.
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Note that, based on Equation (24), if the adversary ob-
serves theTMA value in theAuthR message and the
correspondingFV(TIB, S) value in theAM message, he
can inferlen(FV(TIB, S)) bits of theSK(TIS, A) key.
Since the attacker only has a partial knowledge of the key
SK(TIS, A), it is not possible to launch an attack similar
to Attack A6 (which would have lowered the combined
probabilities of Attacks A8 and A10).

3. Attack to the integrity property

Attack A11 – The adversary holds capability CAP4. His
goal is to change theIdent part of an intercepted
AuthQ message, for example to modify the respon-
der identity. It requires a valid pair ofIK(TIB, A)
andCK(TIB, A) keys; since these keys depend on
both TIS andKAS, the highest probability is ob-
tained when trying a random guess independently
on each key value, i.e.,PA11 = NM×NA×2−128×
2−128.

4. Attacks to the authenticity property

Attack A12 – Assuming an adversary holding capabil-
ity CAP4, and who has taken the control overA,
he can initiate communications withB and obtains
a set ofNM valid pairs (FV(TIB, S), SK(TIB, S)).
Following the same approach as for Attack A6, the
probability to guess theKSB key inNA attempts is
equal to:PA12 = NA × 2−256.

Attack A13 – We assume the adversary has now taken
the control overB and has the capability CAP2 to
observe the messages exchanged betweenA andS.
If the adversary receivesNM transactions fromA,
he can recover the corresponding keysSK(TIS, A)
with Equation (24). Since the adversary also knows
the correspondingFV(TIS, S) values, the probabil-
ity to guess theKAS key inNA attempts is equal to:
PA13 = NA × 2−256 (same method as for Attack
A6 applied to Equation (16)).
Note that, if the adversary has taken the control over
S, he knows the shared secrets ofA andB and can
manipulate all the communications but he can not
easily recover past session keys.

5. Attack to the PFS property
Assuming an adversary holding capability CAP5, who
has obtained a set ofNM keys established betweenA
andS (SK or IK or CK keys) along with the correspond-
ing filtering valuesFV, then the adversary has the same
probability of success as in Attack A13 to find theKAS

key. Depending on which key he holds (SK or IK or
CK), he will use Equation (16) or (17) or (18).
If the adversary has obtained a set ofNM session keys es-
tablished betweenS andB along with the corresponding
filtering valuesFV this returns to Attack A12.

4.3.3. Security of concurrent access to the same transactions
window

This corresponds to the third protocol stage, described in
Section 3.5 whereB may be contacted concurrently by several

Ai. Compared to the analysis made in Section 4.3.1, the only
difference is the computation of the Filtering ValueFV by each
originator and its verification byB (cf. Equations (28, 29, 30)).
This results in the following changes compared to the previous
security analysis:

1. Attack to the availability property
Whereas guessing a valid Transaction Index (TI) value
was sufficient in the previous stages to attack the avail-
ability property, this is no longer the case. Therefore, if
we assume an adversary who is holding capability CAP1,
he would also need now a valid entity identifier (IDE) and
a valid Filtering Key (FK). Hence, the best probability of
success is to bypassTI and to guess the 128 bits of an ac-
ceptableFV value, which gives:NA × ∆ × 2−128.

2. Attacks to the confidentiality property
Now the observedFV value is no longer equal to the
TRID value. The first 32 bits remain the same (cf. part
P1 in Equation 30) and can be used as a verifier for each
TIi value chosen randomly by an adversary with capa-
bility CAP2. The probability of success is still equal to
NM × NA × 2−120 but the adversary would have to ob-
serve more messages because the verifier length is shorter.

Assuming the adversary has successfully guessed theTIB
value (and thus the currentBTIB,p value) of a responder,
he can launch the two new attacks below:

Attack A14 – Let us assume the adversary observes one
AM message sent by one legitimate entityAi to B.
From Equation (30) he can infer theIDAi identifier
of Ai; then the adversary can sendAM messages
to B while hijacking Ai identity. Although each
AM message will be rejected byB (because only
partsP1 andP2 of the filtering value are valid) this
would forceB to perform MAC verifications on the
receivedFV values. If the adversary replicates this
attack for a large number ofAi, this may create a
(D)DoS situation onB.

Attack A15 – We assume the adversary observesNM
filtering valuesFV for NM distinctAM messages.
From theP3 part of eachFV value, the adversary
can recover theMAC result computed with theFK
key (cf. Equation 30)). Because the adversary knows
TIB, he can recover the MAC preimage. Conse-
quently, an off-line brute force attack is possible
on the master keyKAiB: for each candidate key
Ki the adversary derives the correspondingFK key
and checks if it is valid. The success probability is:
PA15 = PE7 = NA × 2−256.

3. Attack to the integrity property
The probability of success remains equivalent to the re-
sult presented in Section 4.3.1, Attack A5.

4. Attack to the authenticity property
Assuming an adversary holding capability CAP4 and who
has taken the control over a legitimate entityAi, he then
knows the shared-secretTIB of B. Hence, he can launch
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attacks A14 and A15 with the same probabilities of suc-
cess.

5. Attack to the PFS property
Assuming an adversary holding capability CAP5 who has
recoveredNM filtering keysFK(TIB, Ai) along with the
corresponding filtering valuesFV(TIB, Ai), he can launch
attack A6 with the same probability of success (by apply-
ing Equation (29) instead of Equation (3)) and then verify
the obtainedTI transaction index with equation (1).

4.3.4. Security in the general case
The general case corresponds to the protocol described in

Section 3.6. The resulting security analysis combines the re-
sults of section 4.3.2 for the three-party setting and thoseof
section 4.3.3 where a responder (B or S) may be in relation
with several originators (S or A). In the general case, the orig-
inatorA may contact a first authorisation serverS1 which may
contact another one until aSj server in relation withB is found.
Each time a new server is contacted, this creates an additional
sub-transaction with anAuthQ/AuthR exchange and finally
the AM message is sent fromA to B. Even if multiple sub-
transactions are created, the security properties of theDRCEP
protocol remain the same for each individual entity becausethe
protocol principles are repeated without being modified. Asa
summary of this section, the security analysis has shown that:

• Using filtering valuesFV in each protocol message (i.e.,
AuthQ, AuthR and AM) protects from blind attacks
since the adversary can not initiate any transaction with-
out knowing the expectedFV value. Furthermore, even
if the adversary recovers a validFV value it becomes
rapidly invalid because the transaction window changes
automatically along the time.

• The PFS property is ensured because the session keySK
and each transaction key (CK, IK, FK) depend on both
the master keyKAB and the one-way transaction index
TIB.

• Various attacks are possible on the protocol, like: (1)
guessing theTI secret based on a set of observed iden-
tifiers, (2) inverting a validBTI value, (3) guessing the
master keyKAB when a set of validTI values is known
or vice-versa when a set of transaction keys (SK, IK, CK,
FK) is known. The success probability of each attack is
conversely proportional to2L whereL is the size of the
security parameter (key or transaction index). This means
the success probability of each attack can be lowered to
the required level.

• The highest risk comes from an adversary with capabil-
ities CAP2 and CAP4 which acts as a legitimate entity
and knows theTI shared-secret of a responder. Conse-
quently he can infer the identifier valuesIDAi of other
entities and flood the responder with invalidFV values
requiring each one a MAC verification. Even under these
hypothesis, the probability to guess the master key of a
third party remains low.

5. Performance evaluation

5.1. VoIP-based implementation and atomic evaluation

We implemented theDRCEP protocol as a VoIP-based pro-
totype based on SIP signalling, and evaluated the core func-
tions on a Dell390 Precision server based on an Intel Core2Duo
and with 2GB of RAM. TheDRCEP data exchange between
the protocol entities (e.g.,A, S andB) is implemented through
standard SIP dialogue. TheAuthQ message corresponds to a
SIP-OPTIONS query and theAuthR message corresponds to
a SIP-200OK response. For these two messages, theDRCEP
protocol fields are encapsulated into the SIP message body in
text format. The original SIP-INVITE request generated by the
caller corresponds to theOM message and the finalAM mes-
sage encapsulates the encryptedOM message plus the expected
filtering value and the MAC.

For the atomic performance evaluation, we implemented
all the protocol entities (A, B and S) within a single physi-
cal host, we measured the response time of each function for
a large set of packets (up to108 packets) and we noted down
the atomic average processing time. The obtained results are
shown in Table 5 and correspond to the protocol optimal per-
formances because: 1) All the entities are implemented within
a single host thus removing all network delays and OS network
processing; 2) The protocol information is passed directlybe-
tween processes within simplified data structures. This removes
the SIP stack coding and decoding times; 3) We did not imple-
mented the SIP signalling processing in itself. We focused on
theDRCEP core functions of: packet filtering, decoding and
session key establishment.

From a functional point of view, Table 5 distinguishes the
low level functions from the higher level functions. Low level
functions consist inTRID computation, transaction window it-
eration and message filtering; they can be implemented close
to the hardware. Higher level functions consist in computing
theDRCEP transaction keys, theTME field, in ciphering and
deciphering the protected informationIdent andOM; they can
be implemented at the application level.

The filtering function updates the transaction window ev-
ery δt seconds, verifies the filtering valueFV of each mes-
sage, and validates the corresponding MAC of the message. If
both the filtering value and the MAC are correct, the message
is eventually passed to the remainder processes at the applica-
tion level. We recall (cf. section 3.5 and equation 30) that the
filtering function shall validate the filtering value of eachmes-
sage in the following order: verification ofP1, verification of
P2 ⊕ IDE, verification of theP3 part (requiring a MAC com-
putation). Therefore, we assume the existence of four different
types of received messages:

• Type 1: message with an invalidP1 part inFV.

• Type 2: message with a validP1 but an invalidP2 part in
FV.

• Type 3: message with both validP1 andP2 but an invalid
P3 part inFV.
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• Type 4: message with a valid filtering valueFV.

Observe that, while the verification of messages of types 1,
2, or 3 will always fail, the validity of messages of type 4 de-
pends on the validity of the MAC on the whole message. Since
we assume different average lengths for eachDRCEP message
(respectively 100, 100 and 1000 bytes forAuthQ, AuthR and
AM) the resulting processing time for messages of type 4 is
either10s or 20s. Depending on the MAC check, messages
of type 4 will eventually be discarded or passed to the upper
modules to complete their processing. As shown in Table 5, the
remaining processing times at the application level (AuthQ ,
AuthR andAM generation) are constant because they concern
valid messages which have already been filtered.

Notice that the transaction window iteration time is the same
for all the entities (2s) and is equal to the computation time of
the transaction identifierTRID. This comes from the applica-
tion of the same equations (1, 12) which consist in hashing a
pre-image of the same length.

Entity Function Processing
time

A
- TRID(TIS) computation 2 s
- AuthQ generation based on 15s
received SIP-INVITE

S
- Transaction window iteration 2 s
- AuthQ filtering when Type 1 13ns
- AuthQ filtering when Type 2 35ns
- AuthQ filtering when Type 3 4,7s
- AuthQ filtering when Type 4 10s
- TRID′(TIS) computation 2 s
- AuthR generation based 34s
on receivedAuthQ

A
- Transaction window iteration 2 s
- AuthR filtering when Type 1 13ns
- AuthR filtering when Type 2 35ns
- AuthR filtering when Type 3 4,7s
- AuthR filtering when Type 4 10s
- AM generation based 50s
on receivedAuthR

B
- Transaction window iteration 2 s
- AM filtering when Type 1 13ns
- AM filtering when Type 2 35ns
- AM filtering when Type 3 4,7s
- AM filtering when Type 4 20s
- AM processing 40s

Table 5: Processing time per message and entity

5.2. Extended evaluation over a complete network

The previous atomic performance evaluation is now extended
to a complete network simulating a real deployment scenario.

The goal of this extended evaluation is to measure the delays
of the call set-up between entities (hereinafter denoted asCSD,
Call Set-up Delay), as well as the loss rates and the filling of
waiting queues (FIFO buffers) under the presence of attackers
applying the adversary models presented in Section 4. This
evaluation is performed with OMNET++ [38], an extremely
powerful simulation framework. In the sequel, we present the
details of the network, the characteristics of the attackers, and
the obtained results.

5.2.1. Network architecture and traffic sources
Figure 2 depicts the network of the extended performance

evaluation. It is composed of several VoIP domains and we
consider only unidirectional communications from the sources
to the destination networkB. All those calls received byB
are coming from three different VoIP domains (denoted as A1,
A2 and A3). Within each of these domains, several VoIP termi-
nals are generating calls among which some are targeted to end-
points located at network B. We only simulate the call establish-
ment process, i.e., the reception by networkB of AM messages
conveying the SIP-INVITE request. Implicitly, the remaining
VoIP signalling and media processing is performed by specific
entities which are not included in the simulation scope.

Domains A1 and A2 do not hold a shared secret withB.
Hence they require a third party serverS to get connected toB.
For each call generated by one of these domains, we measure
the performance of the complete chainnetA → A → S →
A → B → netB with messagesAuthQ, AuthR and AM.
Within each of these domains, there are three different traffic
sources. Each source is characterised by its cardinality and by
its respective call rate towards networkB: residential home-
networks (denoted as R), medium size networks (denoted as
PME) and large size networks (denoted as GE). We assume that
the calls generation pattern follows a Poisson distribution char-
acterised by its parameterλ.

On the contrary, domain A3 has a shared secret withB and,
consequently, can directly send messagesAM to B. This is
equivalent to considering that entitiesA andS in domain A3
are grouped into a single entity that we denote as AS. For each
call generated by domain A3, we measure the performance of
the optimised chainnetA → A → B → netB. Within domain
A3, we do not distinguish between the various traffic sources.

Table 6 shows the number of clients per domain, grouped by
type of sources, with their respective average call rate towards
B, the correspondingλ value and the average traffic impact on
S andB (still assuming an average 100 bytes length forAuthQ
andAuthR messages and 1000 bytes forAM). As shown in
this table, domain A2 generates ten times more traffic than do-
main A1, domain A3 generates an aggregated traffic similar to
A2 but with no impact onS entity sinceA3 has a shared se-
cret with B. Finally, it is important to observe that the total
1,113,000 clients do generate, on average, one call towardsB
every0, 53ms which results in 1,866 calls per second and con-
sequently 687 million calls per hour.

For each sever (A, S orB), we simulate separately the ingress
and egress message flows. On the egress side, there are the
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Figure 2: Network simulated for the extended performance evaluation

Domain Network Number Call λ Traffic Traffic
of clients rate (ms) on S on B)

(MBytes/s) (MBytes/s)

A1
netA1-R 50,000 3 24 0.004 0.041

netA1-PME 2,500 40 36 0.003 0.028
netA1-GE 500 140 51 0.002 0.019

total 53,000 - 11 0.008 0.088
A2

netA2-R 500,000 3 2.4 0.041 0.416
netA2-PME 25,000 40 3.6 0.027 0.277
netA2-GE 5,000 140 5.1 0.019 0.196

total 530,000 - 1.1 0.088 0.888
A3

netA3 530,000 - 1.1 - 0.888

Total 1,113,000 - 0.53 0.096 1.866

Table 6: Corresponding parameters of every traffic source
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TRID computation function and the message generation func-
tion. On the ingress side there are the filtering function and
the message processing function. EntityB only has an ingress
chain since it does not respond to the receivedAM messages.
As shown in Figure 2, the filtering function is simulated as a
separate entity, in order to isolate its dynamic processingtime
which depends on the type of message received. The filtering
module manages a transaction window, whose parameters are
the following:

• δt: time precision period for the iteration of the transac-
tion window, set to10ms.

• kmin: lower bound of the transaction window, set to−500.
Thus the filtering module authorises valid transactions re-
ceived up to5s later than the local time.

• kmax: upper bound of the transaction window, set to300.
Thus the filtering module authorises valid transactions re-
ceived up to3s earlier than the local time.

• ∆: transaction window size:∆ = kmax − kmin + 1 =
801.

• Θ: iteration period for the base transaction indexBTI,
set to3, 600s.

Within each entity, the processing modules (both ingress
and egress) are characterised by the response times indicated in
Table 5, i.e.,15s for the generation of messagesAuthQ, 34s
for the generation of messagesAuthR, 50s for the generation
of messagesAM, and40s for processing theAM message on
B side.

Each module includes a FIFO buffer where messages are
queued following their order of arrival. Since the filteringmod-
ule is, by far, the most requested module, we settle the size of its
FIFO queue to 10,000 messages. On the other hand, since the
processing modules (i.e., emission and reception of messages)
have a response time significantly lower than the legitimatetraf-
fic inter-arrival time (somes vs. somems), we set the size of
their FIFO queues to 1,000 messages.

Finally, let us observe that the simulated network includes
network delays of severalms (they appear as <delay> on Fig-
ure 2). These delays also count for the processing time which
is not related to theDRCEP protocol itself: traversal of net-
work and OS stacks, coding and parsing of SIP messages, other
application delays not captured in Table 5. More specifically,
the transmission delay in the MAN area (i.e., inside domainsA
and B) is set to10ms; the one in the WAN area (i.e., between
entitiesA, S andB) is set to25ms and finally, the one in the
LAN area (i.e., between the filtering modules and the serversor
router) is set to1ms.

5.2.2. Attackers and malicious traffic
Within the network there exist two groups of attackers: a

first group (denoted AttS) that target their attacks againstentity
S thus usingAuthQ messages; and a second group (denoted
AttB) that target entityB thus usingAM messages. We assume
that both groups hold enough network and processing resources

to send up to106 messages per second against their respective
targets. Considering the respective lengths ofAuthQ andAM
messages, this results in a flooding of up to 100MByte/s to-
wards entityS and up to 1000MByte/s towards entityB.

In addition, we assume attackers can send the four different
types of messages identified in Section 5.1 (i.e., messages with
a valid filtering valueFV, a partially valid one or a completely
invalid one). While messages of types 1, 2, 3 with invalid fil-
tering values may be generated randomly, those of type 4 with
a valid filtering values imply attackers having CAP1 capabil-
ity (cf. Table 3, Section 4). In the latter case, the attackers
do therefore eavesdrop the legitimate traffic on the communica-
tion channel and capture valid identifiers. They can then launch
(D)DoS attacks againstS or B by replaying valid traffic or craft
tampered messages with a valid identifier, in which case a valid
MAC is required for the message to be accepted (cf. Attack A5
in Section 4.3.1).

Assuming attackers can generate such messages at high rates
(up to106 messages per second) means attackers are very pow-
erful. These theoretical hypothesis are used to evaluate the
DRCEP protocol under the worst case scenario. In practise,
we believe that only those malicious messages denoted as type
1 are likely to appear in the network. The likelihood of mes-
sages denoted as type 2 and 3 is quite low because they require
guessing respectively 32 and 64 bits of the expected filtering
value. Finally, messages denoted as type 4, even if they could
be generated by attackers eavesdropping the network, can be
filtered with the following method: the receiving entity (S or
B) adds a 2-bits counter per sender and per acceptable trans-
action identifier (cf. equations 11 and 12). Each time a valid
filtering value is received, the related counter for the purported
sender is incremented (from 0 to 3). Hence, if a valid filtering
value is eavesdropped by an attacker, it can be replayed at most
2 times before being marked as invalid. Assuming the receiver
transaction window contains 1,000 acceptable transactioniden-
tifiers and there are 100 possible senders, then this mechanism
requires a memory of only 25,000 bytes.

Finally, we believe that attacks will combine malicious pack-
ets from various types, with packets of types 1 and 2 being the
most prevalent. Hence, we define the notion of harmfulness
level and, for each level, we define a different proportion of
each packet type. The higher the proportion of malicious pack-
ets of type 4, the higher the harmfulness level. The proposed
values are given in Table 6 and are used for simulation purpose
only. Once again, it should be highlighted that these valuescor-
respond to the worst case scenario for the protocol: only packets
of type 1 are likely to appear in practise, or packets of type 4
but they can be efficiently filtered.

5.3. Simulation results

We abstracted and simulated the proposed network using
OMNET++ [38]. For every simulation, we measured the fol-
lowing output parameters:

• Number of legitimate calls generated by each source (i.e.,
number of SIP-INVITE requests sent by each sub-network
from A1 to A3).
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Harmfulness Packet Packet Packet Packet
level type 1 type 2 type 3 type 4

1 50% 50% 0% 0%
2 42% 43% 10% 5%
3 35% 35% 20% 10%
4 25% 25% 35% 15%

Table 7: Distribution of packet types per harmfulness level

• Number of legitimate calls being established (i.e., num-
ber ofAM messages received at networkB). From these
first two parameters we infer the call loss ratio.

• Average and maximal lengths of the FIFO queues inS
andB filtering modules.

• Average and maximal values of the CSD (Call Set-up De-
lay). The CSD is defined as the time between the SIP-
INVITE is sent by one of the source sub-network and
its reception by the called sub-network (netB). Thus, the
Call Set-up Delay accumulates the times to traverse the
various entities, FIFO queues, filtering modules and net-
work links.

We conducted various simulations with the same legitimate
traffic model (cf. Table 6) while modifying the attack traffic
according to the following input parameters:

• Average malicious packet rate generated by the attackers.
In a first approach, we iterated this parameter from103

to 106 packets per second. However, we did not notice
a significant impact on the legitimate traffic below105

packets per second. Hence, the results presented here are
truncated to the[105, 106] range which means the IAT
(Inter Arrival Time) varies between1s and10s.

• Harmfulness level: as explained below, because of the
atomic performance results given in Table 5, malicious
packets of type 4 will have a greater performance impact
than those of type 1 (by a factor of around 1000). We
analyse this impact by modifying the harmfulness level
and thus the proportion of packets of each type (cf. Table
7).

As a consequence, we collected 40 measurements for each
observed output parameter (i.e., 10 values for IAT× 4 values
for the harmfulness level). The results are plotted in the Fig-
ures 3–6 below, showing respectively: the average FIFO length
for filtering module S, the maximal FIFO length for filtering
module S, the average FIFO length for filtering module B, the
maximal FIFO length for filtering module B, the average Call
Set-up Delay (CSD), the maximal Call Set-up Delay and the
call loss ratio. In each figure, the IAT parameter corresponds
to the abscissa and each harmfulness level corresponds to a dis-
tinct curve. Prior to analysing these results, it should be stated
that the simulations were repeated more than 50 times without
showing any significant deviation in the observed results.

When the harmfulness level is equal to 1 (which corresponds
to a distribution of packets types of respectively 50%, 50%,0%,
0%), we observe no call loss up to106 packets/s attack rate.
This result can be explained by the atomic performance results
of Table 5 and the traffic characteristics: the inter arrivaltime
of the aggregated legitimate traffic is equal to530s whereas the
maximal processing time for this traffic is less than190s. On
the other hand, the inter arrival time of the malicious packets
reaches1s but these packets are filtered in either13ns or 35ns
(depending on whether theP1 part of the filtering value is valid
or not). For the same reasons, the average FIFO lengths remain
below 1 packet and their maximal lengths are below 100 pack-
ets. The maximal CSD (Call Set-up Delay) remains constant
at 100ms; this delay corresponds to the sum of the delays on
the transmission links for the longest path (netA → A → S →
A → B → netB): 10+25+3+25+1+25+1+10 = 100ms.
It should be noted that the processing time for the longest path
(150s) is negligible compared to delay induced by transmission
links. For the shortest path (netA → A → B → netB), the
transmission delay is equal to10 + 25 + 1 + 10 = 46ms and
the processing time is less than130s. Calls from domains A1
and A2 follow the longest path, calls from domain A3 follow
the shortest path, and since the respective traffic weights are 1,
10, 10 (cf. Table 6), the theoretical average CSD is equal to
(1 × 100 + 10 × 100 + 10 × 46)/(1 + 10 + 10) = 74, 2ms.
This value matches the ones observed in Figures 7–9 (because
the processing and filtering times are negligible compared to
the delay of transmission links).

When the harmfulness level is equal to 2 (which corresponds
to a distribution of packets types of respectively 42%, 43%,
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Figure 4: Maximal size FIFO filtering module S
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Figure 5: Average size FIFO filtering module B
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Figure 6: Maximal size FIFO filtering module B

10%, 5%), there is no call loss up to5.105 packets/s attack
rate and the CSD values remain unchanged, although the FIFO
lengths have increased. When the attack rate reaches106 pack-
ets/s, theS andB filtering FIFOs are overloaded which results
in a significant loss (38%) of legitimate calls. The FIFO satura-
tion is due to the malicious packets of type 4 (with a validFV
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Figure 9: Loss rate at the destination network

value): these packets are filtered in20s on theB side, but since
they count for5% of the attack traffic, their inter arrival time is
equal to20s when the attack rate is106 packets/s. In addition
to that, malicious packets of type 3 require4, 7s to be filtered
whereas their inter arrival time is equal to10s. This congestion
in the filtering modules impacts the legitimate traffic.
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When the harmfulness level is equal to 3 (which corresponds
to a distribution of packets types of respectively 35%, 35%,
20%, 10%), the congestion appears at a lower rate (3.105 attack
packets/s) resulting in legitimate calls loss and increased CSD
values. This is due to the higher percentage of packets of types
3 and 4 in the attack traffic. The worst case is obtained when
the harmfulness level reaches 4 (which corresponds to a distri-
bution of packets types of respectively 25%, 25%, 35%, 15%).
In that case,24% of the legitimate calls are lost when the attack
rate reaches2, 5.105 packets/s. It should be noted that, even
with a harmfulness level of 4, there is no impact on the legit-
imate traffic up to an attack rate of2.105 packets/s. Besides
all, we believe that such attack conditions remain theoretical
and that the percentage of type 3 and type 4 malicious packets
will be much lower in practice. Even if attackers where able
to generate such attack conditions at the considered rates,we
proposed in Section 5.2.2 an efficient counter-measure to filter
malicious packets of type 4.

6. Conclusion

We have presented a cryptographic protocol that handles au-
thentication and key agreement. The protocol aims at guaran-
teeing secure Voice over IP call establishment between inter-
connection proxies of different domains. The core base of the
protocol relies on the use of transactions. A transaction isde-
fined as the set of operations and data required to send authenti-
cated messages from a sender to a responder. Each message can
be seen as a stand-alone data exchange. This can be used, for in-
stance, as thepreambleof a secure session between sender and
responder. Additional features of the protocol include thepro-
tection to denial of service attacks and the achievement of per-
fect forward secrecy. Moreover, the management of transaction
synchronisation loss is guaranteed by an implicit time synchro-
nisation mechanism. This mechanism successfully handles the
use of a single transaction window in the general (inter-domain)
context with multiple senders and responders. The securityof
the core functions of the protocol have also been evaluated.The
security evaluation has been presented by dividing misbehaving
entities in different adversary models, based on their capacities.
The specific boundaries to bypass the security properties ofthe
protocol have also been presented. The results show that the
protocol is highly robust in terms of sample attack scenarios
that could affect the security of the protocol. We have finally
presented empirical measures about the atomic performanceof
the protocol and established a simulation model for a complete
network. The simulation results prove the validity of our work,
and its robustness in terms of attacks against the availability of
the service.
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